Brief analysis: Social media campaign
for Voice of the Danube Stakeholder Workshop, 2-3 July, Zagreb, Croatia

Planning the campaign
In an effort to plan The Voice of the Danube social media campaign in a systematic manner targeting the right people, using the right hashtags, listing the right content – GWP CEE put
together in advance a Social media strategic document (Annex 1), a Social media target
mapping (Annex 2) and a Social media calendar (Annex 3).
Social media strategic document is a campaign mapping questions document addresses
the timing, purpose, messages and measurable goals, monitoring tools, channels, outreach
and production. On a meeting with ICPDR on 5 February 2015 the questions were discussed.
The objectives were set to strengthen communication/relations with target audiences, spark
debate around these issues and collect the opinions of the public and share content and
news about RBMPs. It was decided that priority should be on Facebook, where GWP CEE will
create an event page. Other channels such as Twitter should be used only via GWP CEE
profile, #DanubeVoice should be used on social media. GWP CEE can also engage in
conversations and discussions on other social networks. It was agreed to create and publish
unique content based on a list with 20 to 30 factoids of max. 200 characters on RBM
provided by ICPDR experts, photos and infographics twice or three times per week.
The targets were set to be:
Increase traffic to website using social media
Increase followers/likes on Facebook
Hit correct audience targets on Facebook
Increase engagement on posts and sharing levels
Increase followers on Twitter
Increase quality of followers – influential tweeters
Increase retweet rates
Social media target mapping document is a research document on organizations/initiatives
and their presence on social media. GWP CEE tried to identify which organizations and
governmental bodies in the Danube river basin could be potential influential retweeters and
could support the social media campaign. Other possible hashtags were listed, as support to
the main hashtag #DanubeVoice.
Social Media Calendar was prepared and sent to ICPDR on 15 May 2015. Key messages and
posts were prepared in advance, based on the factoids provided by the ICPDR. A research
was made on how to connect the campaign to other events and important dates (22 May International Day for Biological Diversity, 1 June - International Children's Day, 5 June World Environment Day, 17 June - World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought, June
22-24, 2015 Conference Fish Passage 2015, International conference on river connectivity
best practices and innovations, 29 June - Danube Day). The research document was used as

a base for the targets and was updated with new knowledge resources with relevant
hashtags and targets. This was not set in stone since it’s important to allow for some
flexibility and also to tweet/report in real time. Live tweeting and live streaming from the
event was also offered during the whole event. The statistics from the live tweeting and
Facebook posting can be found in document Statistics Live tweeting (Annex 4).
How did it go?
A more elaborate social media report including gender, age, locations etc., covering the main
days of the campaign and a couple of days after, can be found in the document Statistics
Social media campaign (Annex 5). A list of all postings and tweets can be found in document
Postings and tweets (Annex 6).
During this period (14 May – 12 July), we had:
• 20 new Twitter followers
• 186 new Facebook fans
• 2905 interactions (Twitter mentions, Retweets and Facebook stories created for the
profiles to this group) by 2,358 unique users
• 927,863 impressions (the combined number of potential users who saw content
associated with the Twitter & Facebook profiles connected to our Twitter and
Facebook accounts)
During the event only, based on live tweeting and posting on Facebook directly from the
event (1-3 July) we had 162 interactions by 96 unique users and the total of 109,444
impressions.
Here are some of the Twitter profiles retweeting our tweets

